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Introduction
With the rapid growth of the Internet, information overload makes it exceedingly expensive for people to learn about all possible alternatives independently. Personal recommendation, as an intelligent mechanism which can filter out the excess of information available to people, has been widely applied in many application settings. In addition to improve users' satisfaction, it could also enhance e-commerce sales by converting browsers to buyers and building their loyalty. Therefore, personal recommendations have becoming part of a standard e-business technology.
One of the most commonly-used and successful recommendation approaches is Collaborative filtering (CF), which can predict the potential interests of a given user by automating the process of "word of mouth". Because it may be helpful to ones' search for information by consulting those who share the same or relevant interests. So the key aspect of Collaborative filtering is calculating the similarity between any two users through the items they have both collected.
However, traditional CF methods ignore the global position of users and items in the whole system, which ultimately affects the accuracy. For instance, selecting some popular items may just be a conformity behavior instead of an indication of users' interests. Therefore, the main objective of our work is to develop an effective approach which can provide high quality recommendations by considering the whole original data in the recommendation system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 make a brief description about the recent related works. Section 3 presents our method about bipartite network projection and recommendation algorithm based on it. Section 4 presents experimental evaluation of our work and section 5 concludes and discusses future research directions.
Related Work
Recently several bipartite network based approaches have been proposed. These methods map the recommend system to a bipartite network, where the two disjoint sets of vertices represent users and items respectively and the set of edges represents the relationship between users and items.
Exploiting the idea of resources allocation, Zhou Tao et al. [1] proposed a weighting method, computing the resource quota assigned by one item to another and recommending items with higher resource. Then they also improved the recommendation algorithms, by considering initial resource distribution [2] and higher order correlations which can eliminate the redundant correlations [3] . In order to overcome sensitivity to the statistics of data sets, Liu Jian-guo et al. [4] performed the resource allocation process among users and set two free parameters to increase the accuracy and scalability. One parameter is to adjust the proportion of resource and the other is to control the scale of similar users. They also use initial resource distribution [5] and higher order correlations [6] to improve the accuracy. Liu Run-Ran et al. [7] proposed a new method based on unequal resource allocation. In addition to these methods, some other physical dynamics, including mass diffusion [8] and heat conduction [9] have found their application in personal recommendations. These physical approaches have been demonstrated to be of both high accuracy and low computational complexity.
Method
Unlike above work, we attempt to project the bipartite network to a weighted directed one-mode network, where the weight of an edge denotes how important the ending vertex is to the starting one. What's more, we make a difference between two vertices on an edge. In our projection network, the relationships express subjective meanings and are different from those in social networks among users or category networks among items, which are sometimes useless to personal recommendations. For example, friends may still have different interests.
Bipartite network projection
Given bipartite network G, V(G), U(G) and E(G) denote the sets of its V-vertices, U-vertices and edges respectively. Only the connection between two vertices in different sets is allowed. For a given vertex i,
is the set of all neighbors of i and these neighbors are in the other vertices set. We discuss how to construct a U-projection network. In this case, we call U-vertices as target vertices and V-vertices as intermediary vertices. In order to retain the original information from the bipartite network, we need to consider the position of each vertex in it.
For a given intermediary vertex v
Connecting with an intermediary vertex could reflect certain characteristics of a target vertex. While the individuation degree of these characteristics is different and we measure it as a function of the number of intermediary vertices' neighbors as follow:
The greater function value shows the target vertices' character is more personalized. Target vertices connecting with such common intermediary vertices will attach more importance to each other. The target vertices just seem like those people who chose same unusual things.
For a given pair of target vertices
Given a pair of target vertices, we divide them into the subject one u s and the object one u o and denote the strength of u s 's independence as:
The greater function value shows the subject vertex is more independent. It seems like that a user may seldom consider others' opinions if he/she have already known how to make a choice after many prior transactions. On the other hand, the difference between u o and u s can be evaluated by a function:
The greater function value shows the two target vertices are more different, which results that the subject one will attach less importance to the object one. It seems like that user A will be unwilling to accept opinions from another user B who has selected many different things from A's.
Projection
Based on above discussions, we construct edges between target vertices and determine the proper weight of each edge. If and only if two target vertices connect with at least one common intermediary vertex, two directed edges can be constructed between them and the weight of them can be computed base on these functions. So the weight w ij (the importance u i attach to u j ) can be computed as:
In the same way, we can construct V-projection. A simple example is shown in Figure 1 . The two projection networks only contain part of vertices. There are two edges between each vertex pair which denote the direction of the relations. And the weights are labeled on edges, which denote how important the ending vertex is to the starting one. (6) Finally, the ranking of all items will be generated with these scores. This process is similar to userbased collaborative filtering. Equally, we can construct item-projection and implement item-based A Novel Collaborative Filtering Algorithm Based on Bipartite Network Projection Jiani Quan, Yuchen Fu collaborative filtering. It seems like that items will recommend other important items in their sense to users who have collected them in the past.
Numerical Experiment
To test the algorithmic accuracy and personality, we use a benchmark data set, namely MovieLens. It consists of 1682 movies (items) and 943 users, who vote movies using discrete ratings 1-5. The data set is randomly divided into two parts: the training set contains 80% of the data, and the remaining 20% of data constitutes the probe. The training set is treated as known information, while no information in the probe set is allowed to be used for prediction.
Evaluating measures
A recommendation algorithm could provide each user an ordered list which contains all their uncollected items. There are several measures [10] for evaluating the quality of these recommendation result generated by different algorithms. In this paper, we use four indexes.
Accuracy measures
An accurate algorithm will clearly rank preferable objects more highly than others for users. So we use ranking score and hitting rate to measure the accuracy of our algorithm.
For a given user u i , if the recommendation o j is in the probe set, we measure the position r ij of o j in the ordered list. Ranking score <r> is the mean value of the position r ij , which is averaged over all the items in the probe. Items in the probe set are actually collected by users. The smaller the ranking score, the higher the algorithmic accuracy, and vice verse.
Ranking score is a global measure, while real users usually consider only the top part of the list due to the limited energy. So we use hitting rate to evaluate the realistic effectiveness of a given recommendation list. Hitting rate is defined as the ratio of the number of recommended items appearing in the probe to the total number of recommended items. The larger the hitting rate, the better the performance, and vice verse
Personalized measures
Besides accuracy, we must guarantee the recommendations are personalized for people with different interests. So we use inter diversity and popularity to measure the recommendations' diversity.
The difference among these recommendation lists reflects the difference among users' taste and habits. Hamming distance quantifies the difference between recommendation lists. Given two users u i and u j , their hamming distance is defined as:
where L denotes the length of recommendation lists and Q denotes the overlapping number of items in the two lists. Then the inter diversity is averaged over all hamming distances of user-user pairs. The greater the inter diversity, the better the personalization, and vice verse.
The inter diversity measures the list, while the single item need to be measured as well. The degree of an item is the number of users who collected it. The bigger degree shows that the item is more popular. Popularity is just the average degree over all items in the recommendation list. While recommending such popular items will reduce the algorithmic personalization. So the smaller the popularity, the better the performance, and vice verse.
Numerical results
Considering that the potential role of the diversity between two vertices may have different impact on the algorithmic performance, we introduce a tunable parameter α to adjust the equation (3): (8) Set the length of the recommendation list as 50. Figure 2 (a), (b) , (c) and (d) reports the ranking score, hitting rate, inter diversity and average degree as a function of α respectively based on the userprojection network. All the data points shown in the main plot is obtained by averaging over five independent runs with different data set divisions. The inset shows the numerical result of every separate run, where each cure represents one random division of data set.
Figure 2. Collaborative filtering based on user projection
The ranking score has a clear minimum around α= 2.6. Compared with the extreme case (α=0), the ranking score further reduced by 5.5% at the optimal value. At the same time, the hitting rate and inter diversity improved by 6.1% and 14.5%, while the popularity reduced by 8.2%. Then we do the same thing on the item projection and the results are shown in Figure 3 . And the ranking score has a clear minimum around α = 0.65. Compared with the extreme case (α=0), the ranking score further reduced by 17% at the optimal value. At the same time, the hitting rate and inter diversity improved by 17.5% and 35%, while the popularity reduced by 27.2%.
The performance is much better than that on the user projection. It also verifies that item-based collaborative filtering performs better than the user-based one [11] . So if the number of items is relatively stable, the item-based collaborative filtering will be quite effective.
In addition, we found that the optimal value ofαis greater than 1 under the user-projection, while less than 1 under the item-projection. The former denotes the basic assumption of the collaborative filtering that people are willing to accept views of those who are similar with them. The latter denotes the soul of personalized recommendation that people want items which are different from their past collection. Then we compared the performance of different algorithms under different recommendation lengths. All five algorithms are GRM, CF, NBI, U-CNBI and OCNBI. Here, U-CNBI and O-CNBI are our algorithms based on user-projection and item-projection respectively and the last two are in the optimal condition. Figure 4 (a), (b), (c) and (d) reports the ranking score, hitting rate, inter diversity and average degree respectively. And abscissa values are 10, 20, 50 and 100 in turn, denoting the typical length of recommendation list. With the growing of the list length, the hitting rate improved, while the inter diversity and popularity reduced.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a uniform projection method of bipartite networks. The vertices are distinguished into target and intermediary ones. Furthermore, these target vertices are divided into subject and object ones so that the difference between them can be measured which retain more information from the original data. Introducing the method into recommendation algorithms, we implemented collaborative filtering based on user-projection and item-projection respectively. Finally, we compared and analyzed the experiment results which proved that our algorithm performed with high accuracy and personality.
With projection networks, many other methods can be adopted to improve the accuracy of recommendations and alleviate the sparsity problems. For example, we can analyze the projection network to infer other indirect correlations between objects or find out groups of objects by clustering. It can also provide more explicable suggestion to people. Further more, we can save and update the projection network offline and provide real-time recommendation so that the recommend systems will be more practical. So in order to further improve the efficiency of our algorithm, how to generate the more proper projection and how to deal with projections are our future works. In addition, we need to consider the changes of user interest and the credibility of ratings data [12] . So the original network structure could be adjusted according to other elements in the recommendation system, such as the time factor.
